
Ostraland 
The dark side of the Moose Mountain Crags
The summer of 2020 seems to have exploded with new development activity at the Moose Mountain Crags. Several 
climbers have been part of this resurgence. Ostraland is the latest cliff line at Moose Mountain to see significant 
development and exploitation. In 2020 there seems to have been a mini gold rush of sorts as eager climbers scrambled 
to stake out territory for new routing on this mostly shaded side of the valley. This might be due to the abundance of time 
on peoples hands due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Or maybe the Moose Mountain Crags are finally coming of age and 
climbers realize the close proximity to Calgary and the huge potential for new routes at all grades. 

This massive wall is separated from the Far Right / Sector of the Painted Wall by a gully. Below this gully a base trail 
starts off descending down a small slope below the small Dark Side sector. From this point the trail basically follows the 
base of the Ostraland cliff line for much of its length. The cliff quickly grows in height from its shorter eastern terminus 
15-25m and overall averages 50-70m in height for most of its length as this crag continues westward for almost 2.5 
kilometers in an unbroken ribbon of rock. Eventually terminating at its western end at the Spider Brook sector and the 
east facing Morning Side Crag. This long cliff line is mostly north facing with the exceptions of the east facing wall with 
an striking prow like feature on its right edge located about two thirds along the cliff that climbers have asked and talked 
about this striking feature for years with very little or no activity until now! 

Beyond The Prow sector the wall angles to have a north east exposure as it traverses towards the Morning side 
drainage. There will undoubtedly be several more sub-sectors developed on this lengthy cliff line as climbers compete 
to complete the many projects now started. So far four sub-sectors have been named. They include Dark Side a small 
venue at the eastern terminus with one route, Northern Shield which is a broad stretch of darker colored rock with 
several climbs now developed. The third is the Vortex Cave which has undergone extensive exploration with eight routes 
completed to date. The last sub-sector is The Prow area about two-thirds along this shady side of the valley which sits 
opposite the Dust Bowl located on the sunny side of the valley. To date there are about twenty-five completed climbs on 
the Ostraland cliff line and numerous others under development.

The potential on this long cliff line is staggering but like much of the area there is a wide spectrum of rock quality so 
most new projects will require a substantial amount of effort and cleaning to see good routes established. That being 
said half a dozen new climbs have already gone in ground up due to the issues of the long and complicated top down 
access. This shady long wall of Ostraland was named as an ode to the late Larry Ostrander who was a significant early 



pioneer in the area building well over 70 shunting routes at the various venues at Moose Mountain. Even on these lesser 
known cliffs he had established several old shunting projects that are now being re-discovered and rejuvenated into 
lead problems. The most obvious was a short spaciously bolted access route on the right side of the amphitheater that 
is defined by the rather obvious hanging U-shaped drainage about two thirds along the wall. This feature is easy to view 
from the access road. Here the cliff narrows to about 20-30 metres in height with the striking east facing prow out to the 
right. There are now a few routes established here and several more projects on the go on these super steep walls on 
either side of the overhanging amphitheater below the hanging U-shaped drainage.

Access: To the various Ostraland venues depends on the location of your intended climbs. The recommended access 
for the first third of the wall up to the Vortex Cave is to come over from the Painted Wall. Either following the base of the 
cliff westward to some steps up a short scree slope traveling past the Far Right sector of the Painted Wall to the base 
of a gully on its right end. From here drop down a short slope below the newest sector to see development called Dark 
Side then continue on a mostly gently rising trail along the cliff base. A second option takes a new trail from near the step 
up onto the “Small Belay Ledge” near the middle of the Painted Wall. From there heads west on a flagged trail to a good 
trail up the slope that avoids travel below the Far Right Sector and saves a bit of elevation gain. This well built trail climbs 
the treed slope to the low spot at the Dark Side them follows the cliff base westward. Several metres after a little bump 
in the trail (5-7 minutes out from the Painted Wall) locate a small left facing corner for a route called Soaring Raven 
that marks the start of development on the Northern Shield sector. The rock is of a darker color overall and this sector 
extends for about 400m westward to a second grouping of climbs with a second small corner housing the route called 
Corner Puzzler. From this second corner continue west to where the trail drops down hill just before a hanging drainage 
gully. There is an elevated ledge that traverses below this hanging drainage and is the location of the Side Winder 
Access Route  used to gain the top of the cliff line. From here continue westward for about 150m along the cliff base to 
reach the Vortex Cave which takes about 10-12 minutes walking to arrive from the Painted Wall. 

For climbs to either side of the hanging U-shaped drainage and The Prow sector located two/thirds along the Ostraland 
cliff line it is best to continue up the access road until 80m past the access trail for the Dust Bowl on the north side of 
the road. Just before the road climbs the big hill. Locate a clearing on the south side of the road that has a small berm 
30m from the road, there is a single track trail that cuts through this berm and heads down an open slope to reach the 
Canyon Creek drainage. Cross  south over Canyon Creek and locate a faint trail that heads up the drainage to below 
the U-Shaped drainage on the upper wall about 10-15 minutes up hill from Canyon Creek. From the top of the drainage 
go right to access the obvious The Prow sector or left to access climbs on the blocky shoulder a minute or two in either 
direction from the drainage below the hanging U-Shaped drainage.

Dark Side
This small steep venue is found at the eastern terminus of the Ostraland cliff line. For now it has one completed route 
and houses another of Larry Ostrander’s recently discovered old shunt projects. The climb Welcome to the Dark Side 
was the last route to be established in the busy season of 2020 on the shady side of the Moose Mountain Crags. There 
is sure to be more development on this cliff next year with its easy access and steep terrain.

Welcome to the Dark Side ** S-5.10d/11a, 23m, 10clips
Andy Genereux, October 2020
Starts about 3m left of where the new access trail arrives at the low spot below the wall. Climbs steepish rock to a 
shallow corner. Climb the corner to a small roof and make physical moves using the crack and short corner on the right. 
Keep a little gas in the tank a funky awkward move is required to reach the anchor.

Project: Only the Strong Survive
This is one of Larry Ostrander’s old shunt projects. There is a chain anchor and a couple of old double-link chain 
directionals. It is located 5m right of Welcome to the Dark Side. It takes a steep wall up to an impending bulge. Ripe to 
be retro-bolted into a lead problem in 2021.



Northern Shield/ Left
An lengthy area of dark colored rock on this extensive north facing cliff line. This was one of the first sectors with 
established lead climbing on the Ostraland cliff line. Access is best coming over from the Painted Wall and takes about 
5-7 minutes heading west along a faint trail that follows the cliff base to reach these routes. Several meters after a small 
bump in the trail  locate a single bolt base anchor for the climb Black is Back. A little further along is the obvious shallow 
left facing corner for the climb Soaring Raven.

Black is Back * S-5.11c/d, 25m, 11clips
Andy Genereux, September 2020
Located several meters left of the climb Soaring Raven start off a slopping pedestal left of a single bolt base anchor. 
Make a very thin traverse rightward then a hard sequence up to the second bolt proves to be a quite technically 
challenging compared to the easier 5.10 climbing on the upper portion of the route. Recommend stick clipping the 
second bolt. The builder plans to return to look at a possibly more in context option that starts up on the left off the 
slopping pedestal. Hopefully a better start option will be unveiled.

Soaring Raven ** S-5.10b, 24m, 10 clips
Andy Genereux & Bill Rennie, June 2020
Locate a shallow left facing corner about 5-7 minutes walking from the Painted Wall, found about 20m past a small bump 
in the base trail. There is a lone bolt at the base to facilitate rope soloing for this and the next route. Make a couple of 
awkward moves leaving the ground then head up the obvious shallow corner. The crux comes at two/thirds height as the 
corner disappears then move right and take a short headwall to reach good ledge belay. Established on lead. 

Summer Solstice *** S-5.10c/d, 24m, 10 clips
Andy Genereux & Bill Rennie, June 2020, (rope soloed by Andy Genereux FFA)
Start up the opening moves on Soaring Raven but takes the bolt line out the right side of the corner. Climb steeply 
past the first three bolts then steady technical face climbing up to a short right facing corner. Surmount the short corner 
feature then finish up an intricate headwall past the last two bolts to gain a good ledge and the anchor.

Project: Blood Letting S-5.12a/b, 24m, 11 clips
Bolted by Andy Genereux, June 2020
Located 2m right of the corner of Soaring Raven. Overcome a very thin start sequence with spacious hard moves getting 
past the first three bolts.  A secondary crux comes at a bulge near the top. Still requires a bit more cleaning.

Into the Dark ** S-5.11c, 24m, 10 clips
Andy Genereux, June 2020
Make difficult moves to enter a short V-groove steady more moderate face climbing leads to a bulging upper headwall 
and a secondary crux section to reach the belay ledge. The route still needs to have a couple of key holds reinforced 
with glue and rods to ensure they remain on this fun technical climb. 

Project: Darkness My Old Friend S-5.12a/b, 24m, 10 clips
Bolted by Andy Genereux, July 2020
Difficult sustained movement past the first three bolts onto somewhat easier technical face climbing with a very thin face 
section at two-thirds height to reach a shallow right facing corner. Use the corner to gain the ledge and the anchor. Still 
needs to have a key hold reinforced with glue and a bit more cleaning, then hopefully red-pointed next spring.

Project: Dancing In The Dark
A ring bolt anchor located 3-4 m right of Darkness My Old Friend at the right end of the upper belay ledge. No bolting or 
cleaning has taken place on this project as of yet. Looks to be quite hard getting off the deck with very thin friction face 
climbing above.



Northern Shield / Right 
The next three climbs listed below are located another 3 minute walk west along the wall to reach another compact 
darker colored section of rock. Here you will find another obvious shallow left facing corner. There are two bolted face 
routes left of this corner. The third bolt line up the corner called Corner Puzzler ascends this feature onto the lower 
angled face above.

Need Some Heat ** S-5.10c, 23m, 10 clips
Andy Genereux, rope solo, June 2020
Starts up to a small overlap make thin moves on small chert edges to surmount the lip. Continue up on steady face 
movement to a bulging section with a few delicate moves at 2/3 height. Somewhat easier climbing continues above to 
reach a hanging stance with ring bolts.

Hollow Feeling ** S-5.10b, 23m, 10 clips
Andy Genereux, rope solo, June 2020
Make thin moves to reach the first bolt (stick clip recommended) steady face movement leads up to a hollow sounding 
flake. Climb the right side of the flake and move back left at its top. Another hard move then somewhat easier climbing 
ascends the face directly to a ring bolt anchor.

Corner Puzzler ** S-5.11a, 23m, 10 clips
Andy Genereux, Bill Rennie & Bill Stark, (F.F.A. rope soloed by Andy Genereux, June 2020)
Climbs the obvious shallow corner to gain the upper face. The climb was established ground up but required a second 
visit to finish the cleaning and was then red pointed via rope soloing. The upper portion of the corner provides a short 
puzzling bouldery crux with easier 5.10- climbing below and above this harder bit.

Project: Shade Dance
To the right about 3m of the Corner Puzzler anchor is another ring bolt anchor. The proposed line will climb the lower 
angled face to a bulge then continue up on more moderate looking face climbing to reach this anchor. No cleaning as 
yet, nor bolts other than the top anchor have yet been installed. Still very much in the dark as to how this project will turn 
out. For now it looks to be somewhere in the mid 5.10 range.



The Vortex-Cave / Sector
This very steep sector is found another 300m west from the route Corner Puzzler on the Northern Shield Sector. 
The amazing overhanging shallow cave feature rises to about 75m in cliff height. First discovered by Bill Rennie, his 
overflowing enthusiasm for the potential soon had several other climbers interested in pursuing the daunting challenges 
on offer. With several more coming by and checking out the possibilities. Five of the nine projects so far in The Vortex 
Cave have been established ground up due to the difficult access issues coming in from the top of the wall. In July to 
overcome the top down access problems Andy Genereux and Bill Rennie established the Side Winder Access Route 
S-5.10a/A0 which climbs up a wedding cake-like tiered drainage found about 150m east of the Vortex Cave. This route 
starts off from a two bolt anchor above a wide suspended ledge, which is accessed from the left side of the drainage just 
as the access trail drops down a small slope heading west along the wall. This route allowed access to bolt La Linge top 
down becoming the first of three multi pitch routes developed in this fast expanding sector of the Vortex Cave.

Side Winder Access Route S-5.10a/A0, 85m, 12 clips, 1 shoulder length
Andy Genereux & Bill Rennie, July 2020
Located 150m to the east (left) of the Vortex Cave Sector. This route overcomes a tiered wall past three distinct bands 
of rock to reach the top of the lengthy Ostraland cliff line. Each tier gets a little shorter as you ascend this route. It climbs 
a line that starts by traversing on a ledge below the hanging drainage gully then ascends up and out too the right of this 
drainage point. Start from a two-bolt anchor on a good ledge to the left of the hanging drainage. The first pitch traverses 
rightward on the ledge then angles up and right with a move or two going around 5.10a near the top of the first tiered 
rock band. The pitch is mostly easy climbing on big holds and diagonals up and right past 10 bolts to gain a forested 
mossy slope. Then climbs this treed slope for approximately 25m 3rd class directly to the base of the second tier to a 
single bolt belay anchor. Move right for 20m along the wide ledge at the base of the second tier to arrive below a shallow 
corner with bolts. Belay from a tree and climb the shallow corner 5.9 past 8 bolts to gain a short mossy treed slope which 
leads to the base of the third tier of the cake-like formation with a two-bolt belay. The third pitch moves right for several 
metres on a tilted mossy ledge then pull past two-bolts (A/0), then climbs up and right to a third bolt, continue to angle up 
and right on 3rd class ground for 10m to gain a treed platform and belay from a tree. From the platform traverse about 
65m right (west) following a faint game trail to reach the top of the Vortex Cave sector.

After some amazing fall weather that allowed climbing in the shade well into October at the Vortex Cave. There is only 
one project still not sent. Eight routes are completed so far at the Vector Cave. The first out of the gate was by Ross 
Suchy called the Dark Side of the Moose ** S-5.12c and for now is the second bolt line in from the right side. Only one 
of several hard sends at the Vortex Cave by Ross. One of his newer routes the right most bolt line in the sector and 
was originally reported to be “solid 12a,” actually it turned out to be a very stout 12b ass kicker. Ross called the line 
Pamplemoose *** S-5.12b it is very good but demanding, requiring climbers overcome three distinct crux sections. 



It proved much harder than it first looked from the ground. The second route completed at the cave was the multi 
pitch La Linge 5.11b/c, which follows an obvious left leaning dihedral through some very steep rock at surprisingly 
moderate grades. The third, fourth, fifth,and sixth routes were built and climbed during a late July and August heatwave 
showcasing the potential of this new sector to be a premium stop on hot summer days. The first of these is called Slab 
In Your Face ** S-5.10d, which is a stand alone pitch that offers another warm up option to the area. The second is 
called Rap-Attack ** S-5.11b/c, a two pitch effort that holds some great exposure at a reasonable grade for this steep 
area. Then Ross established Pamplemoose ** S-5.12b. Andy quickly followed with his latest route called Roofs of 
Desire *** S-5.11d/12a  another two-pitch route established after three long days of toil then red-pointed via rope soloing 
techniques. During the lingering fall Ross finally sent his mega project Cobra Thunder *** S-5.13d probably the hardest 
route at Moose Mountain to date. Ross quickly followed this effort up by completing a stalled project of Walson’s called 
Lord of Gyms ** S-5.12c in the center of the cave. From having no routes in the spring of 2020 to these inspiring results 
by end of the season will certainly help to ensure the traffic at this sector will be increasing significantly next year.

Rap-Attack ** S-5.11b/c, 57m, 18 clips
Andy Genereux, August 2020
This started out as the rappel line to retreat off the top of the route La Linge which starts 20m to the right of the top 
anchor, ascending the obvious left leaning dihedral through the upper wall. Two full days were required to clean and 
unearth what ended up becoming a pretty good route despite two short sections of badly fractured rock that made for 
most of the cleaning efforts, found on the bulge below the first belay and the first 5m above the base. Although these 
two easier sections are well cleaned still expect to have stuff come loose over time. Overall the climbing is excellent  and 
involves a variety of techniques. The route ascends the left side of the sector starting four meters left of the lone spruce 
tree situated at the base of the wall.

P1: 5.10d, 30m. Climbs up some easier juggy climbing to enter a obvious right facing corner. Start up the corner and 
after a couple metres angle up and leftward onto the arête. Work up on thin moves to a small roof. Turn the roof on the 
right side by lay-backing a flaring crack, then moving left onto some moderate but suspect rock quality past 3 closely 
spaced bolts on the bulge to reach a small semi-hanging belay stance with ring bolts.

P2: 5.11b/c, 27m. The money pitch on this climb. Take a steep shallow corner slightly left of the belay, as the corner 
diminishes move right on thin face moves and then climb a series of vertical edges (sustained) to join up with the final 
pitch of the climb La Linge after the traverse. Now climb past the final 5 bolts on La Linge making a another thin slab 
move before turning a small roof (physical) in order to reach the ring bolt belay above a small ledge.

Descent: Rappel the route a 60m rope is required.

Roofs of Desire *** S-5.11d/12a, 52m, 18 clips
Andy Genereux, August 2020
This two pitch route goes directly to the third anchor on the route La Linge working its way through several small roofs 
with definitive short crux sections at the end of each pitch. Start a meter left of the lone spruce tree at the base of the 
wall. Moderate climbing leads up onto a steep slab to gain access through the first of two-tiered roofs.

P1: 5.11c, 30m. Generally moderate climbing to a thin face section leading to a double-tiered roof. Physical layaway 
climbing with mostly positive hand holds but bad feet works through the roofs to a semi-hanging belay.

P2: 5.11d/12a, 22m. From the belay angle slightly left up to a shallow corner. Climb the steep corner with juggy 
movement working through a few more small roofs to gain a steep face section. Very thin puzzling movement past the 
final two bolts (the crux) allows access to the belay. Alternatively at the second last bolt step down and traverse right 2m 
into the corner at the top of pitch 3 on the route La Linge to finish to the same belay. This alternative right hand option 
lowers the pitch grade to 5.11a/b for overall grade and require one more draw.

Descent: Rappel the route. Be careful, use a backup prussic and knots! You are just barely able to touch in to the rock 
left of the mid-station belay. Failure here will leave you in space. Bring a tag line to do a full rope rappel to the ground. 
Alternatively to avoid this spicy rappel, you can finish up the final pitch on La Linge 5.11b and then rappel down Rap-
Attack as an easier rappel descent using one rope. Or simply sling-shot the pitch with your partner to avoid these issues.

Slab In Your Face ** S-5.10d, 23m, 11 clips
Andy Genereux, August 2020
This fun line starts 2m to the right of a lone spruce tree at the base of the wall. Climb the face on generally good juggy 
holds. At mid-height on the pitch the wall steepens then tilts back for climbers to overcome a technical steep slabby 
section in order to reach the ring bolt anchor.



La Ligne *** S-5.11b/c, 68m, 12-22 clips (2-3 shoulder length if combining pitches)
Andy Genereux & Bill Rennie, July 2020
Andy Genereux & Ross Suchy, July 2020 F.F.A.
Four long days of work finally saw this very attractive line fully bolted and cleaned with some gluing (a first for Andy) 
to secure several suspect holds that will hopefully help “the line” maintain the mid-5.11 grading. The route is made up 
by climbing four shorter pitches but might best be done as two longer pitches of 38m and then 30m. The first station is 
found at 23m and can be used as a stand alone warm up pitch going around 5.10c, (11 clips plus anchor) before jumping 
on the harder fare on offer in the Vortex Cave sector. 

The second anchor of La Ligne is located above a small ledge at 38m from the ground after a steep bulge section (very 
tight but a 70m rope just gets you to the ground from the station at the top of pitch two). The second pitch offers one of 
the crux sections 5.11b/c on the route. Entering the corner above the first belay station is difficult, then pull through some 
powerful steep climbing on generally good holds working through the yellow bulge to gain a small belay ledge with ring 
bolts in the dihedral. The third pitch follows the corner with a hard sequence just above the second belay then takes the 
corner until below a roof moving left to a hanging belay 5.11b, 18m. The fourth pitch traverses left on a small foot rail 
then ascends the steep slab working through a small roof to reach the ring bolt belay above a good ledge 5.11b, 12m. 

Descent: From the last anchor rappel straight down 27m to a ring bolt station above a small foot rail on the route Rap 
-Attack. A second rappel of 30m reaches the ground. These rappel stations are marked on the photo topo.

Lord of Gyms ** S-5.12c, 30m, 16 clips
Ross Suchy, October 2020
This lingering project by Walson Tai, with his permission was finished late in the season by Ross Suchy who completed 
the cleaning and added the last few bolts. He sent the route in early October before the end of the amazing fall of 2020. 
Walson the main innovator was unable to free up the time and energy to complete his stalled project due to the burden 
of trying to operate his climbing gyms during the constraints of the pandemic. His line starts in behind the massive 
bleached dead tree at the heart of the cave. Lower angle climbing leads to the bulging headwall. Physical sustained 
movement past several bolts through the very steep headwall is required for success.

Project: Kids at Play
This amazingly steep left leaning line was the first route bolted in the Vortex Cave. It went in ground up on aid over two 
long days after Bill Rennie convinced a couple of strong young lads from the gym to give his newly discovered crag a go. 
It’s reported to potentially be somewhere in the high 5.13 range for grade. Work on this project seems to have slowed/
stalled as of late. Seems jobs got in the way after the post Covid-19 reopening of the economy.

Cobra Thunder *** S-5.13d, 30m, 15 clips
Ross Suchy, September 2020
Established ground up. Ross worked his test piece over roughly 15 days to finally achieve the desired result on the last 
day of September. The left leaning line provides a continuous battle over the upper two-thirds, which includes fighting 
with a couple vicious knee bar sequences providing marginal rest points. 

Dark Side of The Moose ** S-5.12c, 30m, 12 clips
Ross Suchy , June 2020
Reasonable climbing leads to a steep and intense finish through the bulging headwall be prepared to pull hard too 
achieve the anchor. 

Pamplemoose *** S-5.12b, 30m, 12 clips
Ross Suchy, August 2020
The latest in the tour de force by Ross in 2020 establishing some of the harder new climbing found at the Moose 
Mountain Crags. For now it is the furthest right bolt line found at the Vortex Cave area. Ross was hoping for a 5.11 climb 
but this did not pan out. Overcome three 12- crux sections to reach the anchor. An excellent harder route enjoy.

Project:
Heading west from the Vortex-Cave along the Ostraland cliff line there appears to be another incomplete project located 
about 200m right of the route Pamplemoose. There is a very bright orange lichen patch on the rock just right of what is  a 
very high first bolt. There is noticeable rock scaring to a small tree 4m below the base of the wall and a huge fresh rock 
scar on the lower wall with a line of bolts above. To whom this route belongs or it’s status are still a bit of a mystery.



From the Vortex Cave a faint less defined trail continues westward at a gradual somewhat undulating uphill grade along 
the base of the wall for approximately another 400m to 500m until it reaches a long curving open shoulder that meets 
up with a blocky boulder strewn section at the base of the wall. There are four bolted routes on the wall above these 
boulders. The routes appear to be 20-30m in length and possibly somewhere in the hard 5.10 to mid-5.11 grades. The 
trail leads down a slope past a staging area by a very tall single spruce tree. On the wall at this point there are another 
3 or 4 bolted projects. All look to be quite difficult 5.12/13?. The trail drops down into the amphitheater formed below 
the hanging U-shaped drainage. About 70m more of westward progress for the trail to meet up with the drainage creek 
below the obvious U-shaped hanging gully located at roughly two-thirds the way along the Ostraland cliff line. To reach 
this point takes about 15-20 minutes while heading west from the The Vortex-Cave. These routes and projects are all 
bolted (by the young lad named Brandon?). So far I have obtained little to no information on the status of these climbs. 
The rock looks to be quite good by Moose Mountain standards. However, other than my guessing looking at these bolted 
projects from the ground no other information is available. I’m looking forward to gathering more details soon. 

Access: The obvious approach to these climbs would be to come in from the drainage below the hanging U-shaped 
gully located about two-thirds the way on the Ostraland cliff line. Accessed from the trail across the road from the Dust 
Bowl sector. This approach requires about 15-20 minutes to arrive from the access road. There still needs to be a better 
trail established that will help speed up this up option.

The Prow / Sector
The striking east facing wall with a very obvious overhanging prominent prow feature formed on its right side. This sector 
basically takes in the entire right wall of the amphitheater below the hanging U-shaped gully on the Ostraland cliff line. 
This part of the wall houses some amazing potential for harder projects. So far there are six completed routes. With 
several more projects under way. The wall here is approximately 25-35m in height and grows to about 55m as you work 
rightward towards the main prow feature. Located 150m right from the hanging U-shaped gully there are three sub-
sectors described below and detailed on the photo topo. The first is Cenotaph Wall as a memorial to Larry Ostrander, to 
the right about 20m is the Mirage Wall, then compact rock on the Slab Wall just left of the main prow feature for which 
the overall sector is named.



The first route established in The Prow sector is found about 70m up hill to the right of the access drainage where the 
cliff band is at its narrowest point. This original access pitch was established sometime in the mid nineties by Larry 
Ostrander to gain the top of the wall. This forgotten climb was retro-bolted with new safer and somewhat closer spaced 
bolting by Steve Birch in the summer of 2019. It was re-climbed in June of 2020 reported to be a fun 5.10c to warm up 
on for the harder fare on offer. This tribute route is called Cenotaph.

There are three more completed lines found to either side of this route. Two are found to the left and the third up a 
twisted corner located just up hill to the right called Short and Sweet. The left two routes offer some harder face climbing 
and were pioneered by Ross Suchy and he says that, “they are mega good!” These climbs are  Delta Force and Son of a 
Birch and are marked on the photo topo for this wall. There are several more projects some with ropes hanging off them 
to the right on the taller portion of this cliff line which appears to run between 35-55m in height. It was discovered after 
the last update that these numerous projects belong to Jason Adam and Brook Bell. They have completed two of these 
routes. Issues with time and a lack of hardware has slowed the progress for 2020. Intentions are for the pair to return, 
full throttle in the spring 2021 to complete some or all of these projects.

Routes described from left to right:

The Prow Sector / Cenotaph Wall
This sub-sector hosts lots of excellent potential for harder routes to go in to the left of the route Delta Force on what 
appears to be steeper quite good quality rock for the area.

Delta Force *** S-5.11d/12a, 30m,  
Ross Suchy & Ruben, July 2020
Couple of “D”-Shift fire fighters from Calgary put the effort in to see this beauty get finished. For now the left most bolted 
line on the right side of the amphitheater below the U-shaped hanging gully.

Son of a Birch *** S-5.12a, 30m, 
Ross Suchy, July 2020
Traverse in left from just below the start of the route Cenotaph to reach the first bolt and then climb the upper wall aiming 
for a V-slot at the top of the wall.



Cenotaph ** S-5.10c, 23m
FFA Steve Birch, June 2019
This is retro bolted access route established by Larry Ostrander in the early to mid 90’s. It climbs the good gray rock 
at the narrowest section of the cliff-line. Reported to be a fun worthwhile warm up to get amped up for the harder fare 
exploding in the area.

Short & Sweet ** S-5.10d/11a, 22m 
Ross Suchy & Steve Birch, June 2020
Climbs the twisted corner up to a bulging headwall where some harder climbing is encountered to reach the anchor.

Project: Larry O Shunts
Roughly 5m to the right of the climb Short and Sweet there is a visible chain link hanger at about two-thirds height on the 
bulging gray wall. This is a former shunting project of Larry Ostrander and it is a ripe candidate to be converted into a 
new lead climb.

The Prow Sector / Mirage Wall
This small sub-sector is defined by horizontal bedding on the lower part of the wall with a right leaning stepped roof on 
the right side. Defined on the right most margin with a corner dihedral separating it from the Slab Wall the next sub-
sector yo the right. At this right side boundary are two completed routes that share the same start. There are three more 
projects on the face left of the stepped roof. The first of which is located about 20m right of the route Cenotaph.

Project: 5.12+, 20m
Jason Adam

Project: 5.12-, 12clips, 23m
Jason Adam

Project: 5.12-, 12 clips, 20m
Jason Adam

Ohhhpen For Business S-5.11c, 21m, 12 clips
Jason Adam, July 2020
Shares the start with the climb Arrhythmia, at the third bolt step left and follow the left hand bolt line with some fun juggy 
climbing to gain a steep classic slab section to reach the anchor. No star rating has been applied as there is very little 
info or comments for a consensus.

Arrhythmia S-5.11a, 25m, 13 clips
Jason Adam, July 2020
Starts up the corner same as the route detailed above and then climbs the small rounded prow just left of the right facing 
corner dihedral. There is some concern that there may need to be one more bolt added to the top before the anchor. No 
star rating has been applied as there is very little info or comments for a consensus.

The Prow Sector / Slab Wall
This is a small sub-sector with steep compact face climbing potential on good quality stone. For now there are two bolted 
projects on this challenging wall. 

Project: 5.13?, 24m, 9 clips
Jason Adam

Project: 5.12+, 24m
Brook Bell

Project: The Prow S-5.12+, 55m
Located just left of the main prow feature. The line tackles very steep terrain over the final third. For now there is a rope 
hanging and some bolting is complete. Still much work to be carried out for what appears be possibly be the classic hard 
route in the sector. Definitely for now the coveted line on this wall.


